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Paper ID 1:
”Multi-Person Tracking with Sparse Detection
and Continuous Segmentation“
by D. Mitzel et al., ECCV 2010
•

Summary: Use level-set segmentation
methods for low-level image-based tracking
and combine them with a high-level multihypothesis tracker for robust multi-person
tracking to reduce computational
requirements.

•

Methods used: Level sets, Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG), Tracklets, MultiHypothesis Tracking (MHT), Kalman Filter

Paper ID 2:
”Occlusion Geodesics for Online Multi-Object Tracking“
by H. Possegger et al., CVPR 2014
• Summary: To achieve real-time tracking
of multiple objects in complex scenarios,
a novel confidence measure for occluded
objects based upon occlusion geodesics
(shortest paths until re-detection) is
introduced and combined with a
conservative association scheme
for visible objects.
• Methods used: Hungarian Algorithm,
Tracking fundamentals,
CLEAR-MOT metrics

Paper ID 3:
”Combining 3D Shape, Color, and Motion
for Robust Any-time Tracking“
by D. Held et al., RSS 2014
• Summary: Generic object tracking
method that combines multiple cues
based upon shape, color and motion
within 3D point clouds (from Velodyne
sensor mounted on a car).Very fast –
tracking results improve the more
processing time is given.
• Methods used: Anytime tracking,
Dynamic Bayesian Networks, Annealed Dynamic Histograms,
kd-trees, ICP (baseline)
• Could this also work with RGB-D data (mobile service robots)?

Paper ID 4:
”Transferring human navigation behaviors into a robot local planner“
by R. Ramon-Vigo et al., RO-MAN 2014
• Summary: Learning by demonstration
of a cost function representing human
navigation principles and transfering
to a robot planner.
• Methods used: Inverse reinforcement
learning for learning from demonstration,
Proxemics theory for baseline comparison .
Gaussian processes for reward function
approximation.
• Comments: We use similar techniques
(IRL) and proxemics in our work in
SPENCER EU project.

Paper ID 5:
”Robust Combination of Local Controllers“
by C. Guestrin and D. Ormoneit, UAI 2001
• Summary: A nonparametric method for
combining local controllers to get global
solutions in the framework of Markov
decision processes (MDPs). Applications
to motion planning and disconted MDPs.
• Methods used: Markov decision processes
(MDP), stochastic shortests paths
(motion planning), graphs.
• Comments:
Very classic paper with great ideas
for high dimensional application of MDPs.
Possible elegant extensions.

Paper ID 6:
”Robot Companion: A Social-Force based approach with Human
Awareness-Navigation in Crowded Environments“
by G. Ferrer et al., IROS 2013
• Summary: Human aware robot
navigation by exploting social force
model hypothesis. A robot companion
is built and evaluated in simulation
and real experiments.
• Methods used: Social Force Model (SFM),
Interactive learning
• Comments:
SFM is a well tested technique
(since early 90s), we also use
it in our pedestrian simulator.

Paper ID 7:
”Batch Informed Trees (BIT*): Sampling-based Optimal Planning via the
heuristically guided search of implicit random geometric graphs“
by J. Gammell et al., ICRA 2015

• Summary: It finds very high quality paths by extending the popular RRT* planning
algorithm. It focuses the search area by eliminating some regions that cannot
possibly improve the solution. Samples are ordered based on a heuristic. Samples
more likely to improve the path are processed first.

• Comments: Very fast to generate solutions and easy to implement J ...

Paper ID 8:
”A Heuristic Approach to finding Diverse Short Paths“
by C. Voss et al., ICRA 2015

• Summary: it finds a set of diverse short paths through a roadmap graph.
The algorithm finds the paths avoiding a selection of randomly generated
balls in the configuration space. Diﬀerent collections of these balls yield
diﬀerent and diverse short paths.

• Methods used: Probabilistic Roadmaps, A* Search

Paper ID 9:
”RRTX : Real Time Motion Planning/Replanning for Environments with
Unpredictable Obstacles“
by M. Otte and E. Frazzoli, WAFR 2014

• Summary:
• Enables real-time kinodynamic navigation in dynamic environments with
obstacles that unpredictably appear, move, and vanish.

• Modifies RRT* so that when obstacles changes are observed a graph
rewiring cascade quickly updates the search-graph.

Paper ID 10:
”Learning-Based Modeling of Multimodal Behaviors for Humanlike
Robots“
by C.-M. Huang et al., HRI 2014
• Summary: For natural humanrobot interaction, robots must
seamlessly integrate behaviors
across multiple modalities (gaze,
speech, gestures). Instead of
designing such behaviors by
hand, this paper learns them
from a human demonstrator
• Methods used: PGMs, dynamic
Bayesian Networks, junction tree
algorithm
• Comments: User study to evaluate the learned model in a narration task

